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Abstract

Finding and understanding inefficiencies in public transport is important for city
planners to improve quality of public transport. However, it is challenging to
understand what facts make the public transport inefficient, as well as their
relationship. Especially when public transport is with multiple modes, which is
defined as the heterogeneous mobility system, inefficiency is more complex.
Visualization and visual analytics approach, which combines the human knowledge
and automatic computation, provides good opportunities to understand such not welldefined heterogeneous mobility system inefficiency patterns. In this thesis, we first
review the state of the art research works in transportation analysis and visualization.
By extending the existing literatures, we propose a summary of inefficiency features
with detailed analysis and description, including unreliability, frequency, complexity
and accessibility of heterogeneous mobility system. Unreliability indicates the delay
and advance of different transportation. Frequency describes the different length of
headways in multiple transportation methods. Complexity addresses on the multiple
times of transfer while the accessibility summaries the reachability from one origin to
the city regions. These features work together and affect the inefficiency in
transportation system. We use visual analytics methods to enable target users (e.g.
city planner) understand these inefficiency features with proper visual encodings. Our
case study of Warsaw city transportation data confirms the capability of visual
analytics approach to identify the inefficiencies in different perspectives of space and
time.
Keywords:
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heterogeneous
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1. Introduction

1.1

Background

Cities are facing much pressure over problems caused by high car-usage. Car
dependency exacerbates not only environmental concerns, such as air pollution,
excessive rate of consumption of resources, but also social problems such as traffic
congestion and poor health (Greene & Wegener, 1997). One efficient solution is to
reduce private car use and increase public transport use (Goodwin, 1996). With the
infrastructure development of the city, heterogeneous mobility system, which is the
transport system with multiple transport modes, such as train, bus, subway, etc. has
been applied widely to in order to solve transportation problems and improve
productivity of life (Habitat, 2013; Van Nes, 2002). In spite of this, it has been
suggested that, individual behavior change is also required to reduce private car use
(Steg, 2005). Although people are willing to see problems solved, private car is still
the priority choice because drivers think private car can provide their ideal service
better (L. Wang et al., 2013). Luckily, a study shows that improving public transport
service to meet requirement of passenger can lead to a large car use reduction
(Eriksson et al., 2010). Moreover, improved public transport service can support to
deliver sustainable city performance with objectives of economic efficiency and
distributive justice (Hensher, 2008). Although heterogeneous mobility system
provides higher possibilities and flexibilities of travelling, the provision of public
transport is still constrained by inefficiencies in planning, operation, maintenance,
which caused traffic- and service-related problems such as delay (Ramadan, 2016).
Therefore, finding inefficiencies in heterogeneous mobility system and providing a
competitive and efficient service is necessary to attract citizens to use public transport
from private car.
However, finding inefficiencies in heterogeneous mobility system is complex and
challenging due to the following three reasons. First, the multiple data sources are
with different granularities, which is not easy to be aligned together and analyzed.
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Second, inefficiencies in heterogeneous mobility system are due to multiple reasons
from different aspects, which cannot be easily addressed by a single reason. Third and
most importantly, inefficiency patterns are usually not well defined, which means
automatic algorithms cannot detect unknown patterns with different variations.
Visualization is a technique to transform complex data to human-understandable
graphical information. Combined with interactions, visualization can help users better
understand the complex data features. Recently, visual analytics are proposed and fast
developed, as a science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual
interface (Thomas & Cook, 2006). Spatial temporal visual analytics are techniques
focusing on space and time related data (Andrienko et al. 2010). Visual analytics
combines data mining techniques with visualization and interactions. It fully
integrates human’s capability for understanding complex scenarios and not well
defined patterns. Considering the advantages of visual analytics and suitable scenarios,
in this work, we propose to use visual analytics techniques to explore the inefficiency
patterns in heterogeneous transportation system.

1.2

Research Objectives

Thanks to the availability of public transport data, including GPS data and schedule
data, it is possible develop visual analytics methods to study and explore
inefficiencies in mobility system.
Overall objective of this research is to discover factors contributing to potential
inefficiencies in heterogeneous mobility system and build visual analytics methods to
explore spatiotemporal patterns of those attributes. This objective can be achieved by
following sub-objectives:
1. Finding factors contributing to inefficiencies of public transport service.
Inefficiencies, result from individual or collective effect of factors affecting public
transport service quality.
2. Building proper visual analytics methods to explore spatiotemporal inefficiency
patterns. Each factor has its own characteristics. It is efficient to look into each
factor and find proper method to visually explore the inefficiency patterns. In
12

addition, some factors may affect each other, it is also necessary to find relations
between factors then process to visualization.
3. Implementing proposed methods with real data. In the case study, we use real data
of Warsaw city to find inefficiencies patterns in Warsaw.
With the detailed summaries of inefficiencies with fine granularities and multiple
aspects, we can better identify what are the interesting patterns of inefficiencies. Thus,
we can design proper visual encodings and visual analytics techniques to address
these inefficiencies. With the visualization, our target users, who are related to
monitoring, operating, and analyzing transportation system, such as traffic specialist,
city planners, can be better informed of the inefficiencies and understand the
inefficiencies patterns. Thus, it can help them make data-driven decisions to improve
the efficiency of the heterogeneous transportation system.

1.3

Structure of thesis

This paper is structured into 5 chapters. In chapter 1, we introduce the background of
topic and objectives of the research. In chapter 2, we provide an overview of existing
researches studying high quality public transport service and visual analytics of
movement data. In chapter 3, we summarize possible factors contributing to
inefficiencies of public transport from previous work and propose visualization
methods to explore patterns of those factors. In chapter 4, we introduce the data used
for the project, implement visualization methods with real data and show results as a
case study. In chapter 5, we conclude the research methods and results, discuss
limitation of study and future research.
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2. State of the art

This chapter discusses previous work on public transport quality and visual analytics
of movement data.

2.1 Key factors for efficient heterogeneous mobility system
With the growing demand of mobility and the diversity of travel needs, multiple
modes of travelling have been introduced to transport system nowadays (Litman,
2011). Heterogeneous mobility system is the integration of multiple means of
transportation (Beutel et al., 2014), including public and private use, such as trams,
buses, taxis and ferries. In this thesis, heterogeneous mobility system refers to
multimodal public transport for mass transit, including trams and buses.
Efficiency is the term used in measuring and evaluating the performance of
organization (Mouzas, 2006). Efficiency of public transport systems can be analyzed
based on factors relating to the quality of the service that is offered (Sampaio et al.,
2008). Quality of service is also considered a transit efficiency indicators (Min et al.,
2015)
The assessment and evaluation of public transport service quality can be measured
from different perspectives. A research review (Redman et al., 2013) of quality
attributes of public transport summarizes quality attributes that attract passengers
changing from private car to public transport (Table 1). Attributes are described from
two perspectives: physical and perceived. Physical attributes are measured without
passengers while perceived attributes should be measured by observing passengers. In
other word, physical attributes can be measured by data from vehicle operators such
as GPS or timetable, while perceived attributes need to be measured by surveys on
passengers.
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Physical

Attribute

Definition

Reliability

How closely the actual service matches the route
timetable

Frequency

How often the service operates during a given period

Speed

How time spend travelling between specified points

Accessibility

The degree to which public transport is reasonable
available to as many people as possible

Price

The monetary cost of travel

Information

How much information is provided about routes and

Provision

interchanges

Ease

of How simple transport connections of vehicles, including

Transfers

or time spent waiting

Interchanges

Perceive

Vehicle

The physical and mechanical condition of vehicles,

Condition

including frequency of breakdowns

Comfort

How comfortable the journey is regarding access to seat,

d

noise levels, driver handling, air condition
Safety

How safety from traffic accidents passengers feel during
the journey as well as personal safety

Convenience

How simple the PT service is to use and how well it adds
to one’s ease of mobility

Aesthetics

Appeal of vehicles, stations and waiting areas to users’
senses

Table 1 Definitions of public transport service quality attributes (Redman et al., 2013)

The Transport Research Laboratory (Balcombe et al., 2004) categorizes attributes
which can affect the service quality of public transport as attributes directly involving
with time (access and alighting time, service intervals and in-vehicle time) and more
problematical attributes (vehicle or rolling stock characteristics, interchange between
modes, accessibility, information provision, marketing and promotion, and so on).
Murray (Murray, 2001) states that to increase the use of public transport and reduce
private car, public transport service need to be with:
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 more effective price structures;
 enhanced travel comfort;
 better suitability and convenience of service;
 reductions in travel time;
 increased service access.
This thesis focuses on physical attributes, excluding political, economical and
technical attributes like price, information provision, speed and vehicle condition. We
summarize other attributes affecting quality into time-related factors: reliability and
frequency, and access-related factors: simplicity and accessibility.

2.1.1 Time-related factors
Travel time is an important consideration for passengers to choose a travel mode
(Webb, 2011). Grdzelishvili & Sathre (Grdzelishvili & Sathre, 2011) reported that the
main reason for car owners not using public transport is more efficient time use when
travelling by car. Travel time consists of following components, which could be
repeated at each transfer point:


walking time to station



waiting time



in-vehicle time



walking time to destination

These time components are perceived differently by passengers. Some researches
(Van der Waard, 1988; Wardman, 2004) show that 1 minute waiting time is perceived
as 1.5 minutes in-vehicle time by passengers. Compared with level of occupancy,
access time, journey time, waiting time is the one that passengers are most willing to
pay to reduce (Dell’Olio et al., 2017), which reveals waiting time is an important
component in total travel time.
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Under ideal situation, arrival and departure time of public transport should be fixed
according to timetable. If passengers arrive in stations according to timetable, waiting
time is manageable by themselves. However, problems in the real world such as
congestions, fluctuation in demand and accidents lead to late arrival of vehicle or
excessive in-vehicle time. It may lead to longer boarding time then increase the delay
(Leong et al., 2016). Sometimes vehicles may arrive earlier than scheduled time so
that people do not catch the vehicle in time and have to wait for next one for whole
headway time (Ji et al., 2010).
The time difference between actual travel time for the trip and its official scheduled
travel time can be defined as unreliability (Rietveld et al., 2001). Reliability has been
considered as key attribute in determining public transport service quality (Redman et
al., 2013). Cantwell et al. show that the lack of reliability induces stress because of
long waiting time (Cantwell et al., 2009). Bhat & Sardesai indicate that travel time
reliability influence commuters travel mode decision because they attach high
importance to the certainty of public transport (Bhat & Sardesai, 2006).
There are many variations influencing the reliability of public transport. Bad weather
may result in low speed of vehicles and congestion. Festival or events may attract the
masses to a place and cause congestions. Accidents may stop vehicle moving and
contribute to serious congestions. Consequently, the possibility of unreliability
increases. But this kind of unreliability occur only at a certain time under certain
conditions, which is the non-recurrent unreliability (Rietveld et al., 2001). Another
unreliability called recurrent unreliability, which arises from fluctuations in demand
and the manner in which transport is operated (Skabardonis et al., 2003). Nonrecurrent unreliability usually changes pattern of traffic all of a sudden (Yin & Ieda,
2001), while recurrent unreliability shows more continuous patterns. This thesis
focuses on recurrent unreliability.
Many researches have been done in order to find the cause of recurrent unreliability
and the solution, such as behavioral response of drivers (Carey, 1998) or timetable
constructions (Ceder, 1987). Some other researches focus on measurement of
reliability. For example an estimation of unreliability of public transport chains in
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Netherland (Rietveld et al., 2001), which gives an overall delay magnitude as well as
probability and customers’ valuation of unreliability.
There are few studies involving with spatiotemporal data of unreliability. Szymański
et al. process large scale of vehicle positioning data and extract four profiles of stop to
stop edges in public transport system to discover delay and delay change patterns
(Szymański et al., 2017).
Another key factor influencing travel time is the frequency of service. Change of
frequency may minimize the waiting time at the start of the trip as well as waiting
time at transfer (Pratt et al., 2000). Many studies reveal frequency optimization
particularly impacts the efficiency and demand of public transport. Ciaffi et al. proves
that appropriate frequency setting can minimize fleet size under some constraints
(Ciaffi et al., 2014). Increasing frequency has more influence on generating more
journeys than reduced price (Brechan, 2017).
Impact of frequency changes with variations. In general, impact is higher when
service frequency itself is lower. For example, the fact that frequency impacts on
transit ridership change for buses has been found to be considerably greater on
Sundays and in the evenings, when service frequency are generally lower, than other
times (Preston, 1998). Similarly, elasticities tend to be higher in rural than in
metropolitan areas, where service frequency are higher (Dargay & Hanly, 1999). In
off-peak hour, the impact of frequency is also higher than in the traffic hour. White et
al. prove that when headway is long, passengers tend to arrive to station according to
timetable. When headway is short, passengers tend to arrive in station randomly. In
this case, average waiting time is the half of headway when vehicle is punctual, which
indicates that the higher frequency is, the shorter waiting time is (White et al., 1992).
Because frequency impact on waiting time changes from different aspects with its
own level, it makes sense to categorize frequency before studying it. Walker divides
frequency in following three levels: The Frequent Network, which runs often enough
that passengers do not need to plan travel by schedule (Walker, 2010). Headway is
less than 15 minutes typically. Infrequent All-day services, which are the rest of the
service that runs all day. Peak-only service, which exists only during the peak period.
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In addition, regular interval also improves the efficiency of public transport because it
is easier for passengers to remember and to facilitate transfer (Pucher & Kurth, 1995).
In general, reliability and frequency are key factors affecting passengers’ travel time.
Unreliability can be recurrent or non-recurrent. Recurrent unreliability happens more
regularly and arises from demand or operation of transport. Frequency impacts travel
time with its own level, it makes sense to study frequency based on different
frequency level.

2.1.2 Access-related factors
Public transport access is also focal service quality issue. Murray proves that service
efficiency can be gained by improving extending service access and accessibility
(Murray, 2003). In heterogeneous mobility system, when the coverage of public
transport increases, access is not only the problem of the accessibility to a place from
an origin but also how easy it is to get there.
Accessibility is the suitability for public transport taking individuals from origin to
destination within a reasonable amount of time (Murray et al., 1998). Loader &
Stanley review the experience of improving accessibility in Melbourne by extending
to outer areas with poor service level and providing weekend, evening service (Loader
& Stanley, 2009). This improved accessibility in both time and space contributes to
the increase of bus ridership, which is historically high. In some case it even leads to
users selling their cars.
In heterogeneous mobility system, transfer is necessary and inevitable especially
when one access to rural area. Transfer allow lines or modes in heterogeneous
mobility system to complement each other. In London, about 70% underground trip
and 30% bus trips include at least one transfer. Transfers enable passengers to travel
into a multimodal network instead of a simple line. However, transfers cause
inconvenience and complexity to passengers, and thus be less competitive than the car
that goes from door to door (Z. Guo & Wilson, 2011). A study (Bastidas-Zelaya &
Ruiz, 2016) in Quito found that one third of daily trips are using transfers, and the
number of passengers decreases as the number of transfer increases.
19

2.2 Visual analytics of movement data
Traffic data has space time and attributes information, which makes the visualization
and analysis of it profitable. Depending on different tasks, visual analytics of traffic
data can be divided into: movement visualization over space, visualization of behavior
along one trajectory over time, movement events extraction.

2.2.1 Movement visualization over space
In geographic space, many mobile objects move individually. Many researches are
interested in getting information behind the large amount of movement, finding
similarity or diversity of movement, comparing routes or movement efficiency,
building overall view of movement over an area.
A work presented aggregated information of route diversity with given
source/destination pairs over an area (Liu et al., 2011). It established some visual
techniques to show not only time space but also attributes and statistics information
from different views.
Zeng et al. provide three visualization techniques to analyze the mobility efficiency of
passengers in public transportation system (Zeng et al., 2014). An isochrone map
view shows the reachability from a selected start point within certain time. An isotime
flow map view shows travel efficiency from a selected station to other stations within
certain time. Upon the isotime flow map, an origin-destination (OD) pair journey
view support to show mobility-related information along a selected route on a roundthe-clock mobility wheel.
Density map, flow map, OD map are often used to visualize the aggregated
information of movement. Willems et al. visualize a large number of vessel
movement on a density map (Willems et al., 2009). Flow map are commonly
employed to show the movement from one start position to different destinations (D.
Guo, 2009). Flow maps can show large-volume data without causing visual clutter by
merging edges (Phan et al., 2005).
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2.2.2 Visualization of behavior along one trajectory over time
In real world, it is common that movement follow the same route over time. For
example, in public transport system, one line goes back and forth through the same
streets in the most of the time. However, some attributes along the route vary over
time and across trips.
Sun et al. show traffic flow information of streets along time axis on a map. Traffic
volume is displayed with graph on both sides of time axis and colors distinguish time
and directions (Sun et al., 2017).
Space-time cube is often used to display limited number of trajectories. It is a3D cube
with a geography reference on its base and time represented by its height. Typically it
contains one space-time path with attributes shown by color (Hedley et al., 1999;
Kraak, 2003).

2.2.3 Movement events extraction
By visualizing traffic data we can detect patterns. Those patterns can reveal events,
such as incidents, congestions, which helps city planners to understand the context in
which mobility happens.
Mazimpaka & Timpf propose a method to discover and characterize significant
locations and time periods along a bus routes effecting delay. It provides different
views for understanding patterns and comparing across the space and time dimensions
without clutter (Mazimpaka & Timpf, 2016).
Z. Wang et al. present an interactive system for analyzing traffic jam. Traffic jam
events are detected based on low-road-speed detection. A jam propagation graph,
taking both spatially and temporally events into account, describes the emergence of a
traffic jam and its influence over time (Z. Wang et al., 2013).
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3. Methodology

In chapter 2, we studied existing work and found most existing work focuses on one
part or aspect of efficiency in heterogeneous mobility system. In this thesis, we
propose an overall feature summary to explore inefficiencies in heterogeneous
mobility system from four aspects: unreliability, frequency, accessibility and
complexity. For each aspect, we discover the feature of it and find proper
visualization methods to help city planners understand inefficiencies better. The
workflow of methodology is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Workflow of methodology

3.1 Unreliability
As stated in chapter 2, reliability is one of the key attributes determining public
transport service quality. Understanding where and when incurs unreliability and
discovering patterns of it is very important for city planners to improve public
transport performance. This problem is solved from three aspects: where and when
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vehicle incurs delay along a route, where delay happens at a certain time, in general
where and when delay happens most.
We define time difference between a vehicle’s real arrival time in a station and
scheduled arrival time in the same station as absolute difference, which reveals when
and where has significant delay. But it would still be difficult for city planners to draw
a conclusion about delay pattern. How delay changes in each place and time is also
interesting. Therefore, we define time difference between absolute delay of two
adjacent stations as relative difference, which can reveal how delay changes by time
and position.
A bus or tram line runs back and forth along a route regularly over a period. At each
stop along the route, there is an attribute difference. This attribute varies with time
and position, but also shows patterns over a period. Those patterns may help city
planners understand what happened to passengers in real context. For example, a line
may always incur delay in peak off time at some stations. Then those hotspots are
found close to big companies. Causes could be long boarding time and congestions
caused by increasing number of private car on the street. Our goal is to detect those
patterns of a certain line over a time.
To find those patterns, dynamic attributes along certain route as well as spatial and
temporal information are needed to be presented. The challenge is to show that
information at the same time. Main limitation of 2D solution is overlapping of
trajectories because they have similar geometry. It would be difficult to explore
individual trajectory and relation between trajectories. 3D visualization with time axis
can avoid this problem. Our solution is based on (Tominski et al., 2012)’s stackingbased visualization of trajectory, trajectory wall.
Trajectory wall consists of a 2D map and stacking bands. Stacking bands are timeordered trajectories, which means the trajectory underneath starts earlier than the one
above. Along one trajectory are colored segments, which show the attribute values by
different color. Colors change of segments change along one trajectory, indicates the
change of behavior along trajectory. 2D map serves as spatial reference underneath
bands, offering spatial information of trajectory. An example showing speed of
vehicle along the route can be seen in Figure 2. The average speed of vehicle is
23

18km/h. Speed where is close to average between 17km/h and 19km/h, are shown in
light yellow. Speed more than 19km/h are shown in red while lower than 17km/h are
shown in blue. Arrows on trajectory indicate the direction of trajectory.

Figure 2 An example of trajectory wall showing speed of vehicle along the trajectory

Color selecting and interval setting are important because it conveys attribute
information. First, we can categorize attribute of absolute time difference as:


advance: absolute time difference is negative



on time: absolute time difference is close to zero



delay: absolute time difference is positive

For relative time difference, correspondingly, categories can be:


decrease of delay: relative time difference is negative



no influence on delay: relative time difference is close to zero



increase of delay: relative time difference is positive

Then we set interval of each category. Values in different intervals will be later shown
by different color to show the importance or degree of attribute. Two possibilities are
proposed to set interval. One is based on perception of passengers, how much
excessive time they are willing wait in general. For example, when passengers think
24

that delay within 5 minutes is tolerable but not more than 10 minutes, and vehicle
should not departure more than 2 minutes in advance, 5 and 10 are set as breaks in
delay category and -2 in advance category. The other possibility to set interval is
based on headway. When delay time is close to headway, it is likely to incur bunching.
Diverging color scheme, which emphasize data both above or below a critical value,
is proper to discriminate individual categories and place equal emphasis (Brewer et al.,
1997). Diverging color scheme has two different hues to distinguish negative value
and positive value, light color in the middle to present values close to zero. Colors
diverging from light to dark display degrees of delay, advance and increase or
decrease of them. Four examples of diverging color scheme can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Diverging color scheme example (Brewer et al. 1997)

Transport situation changes by time and space. In weekdays, congestion may be more
serious where close to working places during peak and peak off time, schools when
students going to class. In weekend, congestion is more likely to happen close to
shopping center or stadium. Delay is one of the symptoms of congestion (DoT, 2009).
It can be thus reasonably assumed that delay shows different pattern by different time
period (Pucha et al., 2007).
At any position, where public transport vehicle passes, there is an attribute value
brought by vehicle. Over a period, like one hour, one day or one week, there is a
series of attribute values. To describe the value of this position, probability-weighted
average is applied with following steps:
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1. Select time period of interest Tm, for example peak time and peak off time of a
day, weekday and weekends of a week, summer and winter of a year.
2. Calculate excepted value of delay of each position along trajectories over selected
time period. To simplify calculation, we approximate delay time into integer, for
example, [0, 0.5 min) as 0 min, [0.5 min, 1.5 min) as 1 min. At position S, delay
time X1 happens N1 times, X2 happens N2 times… Xm happens Nm times. The total
number of delay records is N. Excepted value of delay 𝐸𝑘 at S during Tm is:
𝑁

𝐸𝑘 = ∑ 𝑋𝑚

𝑁𝑚
𝑁

𝑚=0

3. Define influenced area of each stop.
4. Visualize excepted value of delay on map. One example showing speed attribute
value can be seen in Figure 4. The excepted value of speed of tram 10 is encoded
by color in polygons, which are areas where the vehicle runs through.
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Figure 4 An example of visualization. Areas where tram 10 runs through are colored according to
excepted value of speed when it passes. The 20th, 40th, 60th, 80th percentiles of the speed are
colored by diverging scheme colors.

In public transport, individual transport mode may operate independently. Vehicles
running along trails might have different traffic patterns with buses. We thus need to
visualize and analyze each public transport mode separately.
Delay information of different transport mode over different periods are shown on
different maps. It is convenient to explore delay pattern within certain time, but
difficult to have an overall notion intuitively. For this reason, summarizing important
information of all kinds of transport modes is necessary. From previous work we have
few time periods of interest, into which any position can be classified. We use
classification C to describe significant time period at one position. Time period of
interest are set as T1, T2, whole time period as Tw. E1, E2, Ew are respective excepted
value of targeted attribute during T1, T2 and Tw at position S. A threshold Ep to
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separate positions with high values from low ones. At each position S, we define with
classification C as:
IF

Ew >= Ep THEN C = Tw

ELSEIF E1 >= Ep AND E2 < Ep THEN C = T1
ELSEIF E2 >= Ep AND E1 < Ep THEN C = T2
ELSEIF E1 >= Ep AND E2 >= Ep THEN C = T1 + T2
ELSE C = NULL

3.2 Frequency
As mentioned in Chapter 2, frequency is another key factor that influence efficiency
of public transport. In general, frequency setting should meet the demand of
passengers and minimize passengers waiting time. As stated in Chapter2, when
headway is short, passengers are assumed to arrive in stations randomly. In this case,
waiting time is related to headway. When headway is long, passengers are intended to
arrive in stations according to timetable, then waiting time would be minimized by
improving reliability. Therefore frequency can be assessed from above three aspects:
general situation, short headway and long headway. In general, we want to know
where and when service frequency meets the demand of passengers or not. A
threshold of demand frequency can be set to categorize frequencies. However, the
demand of passengers varies by time and space. It is higher in day time than night
time, higher in downtown than rural area. Therefore, we should discuss demand and
threshold under space and time conditions.
When headway is short, which happens often in day time and downtown area,
headway plays a determinative role in passenger waiting time. Wilson et al. (Wilson
et al., 1992) prove that excepted passenger waiting time, when passenger arrival time
is random, can be given by:
h

w = 2 (1 + 𝑐 2 )
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Where
w = mean waiting time
h = mean headway
c = coefficient of variation, which is the ratio of the standard deviation to the
mean headway
When headway is constant, waiting time is simply half of the headway. But when
deviation of headway increases, so does the waiting time.
When headway is long, passengers tend to plan their travel according to timetable.
Unreliability is the key factor that increase waiting time. By combing information of
unreliability and low frequency, we can find where and when suffer from long waiting
time most seriously.

3.3 Complexity and accessibility
A simple public transport mode is difficult to fulfill the travelling quality need of
passengers, because the coverage of one simple mode is often small. Multi-modal
public transport system, making individual mode supplement to each other, can often
offer better accessibility to passengers. However, it is inevitable to make transfer in
this case. Every transfer brings inconvenience like looking for station, which
increases the complexity of travel. It can reasonably assume that passengers want
most accessibility and least transfer times as possible.
Public transport system is often complex nowadays, for example in Warsaw, there are
more than 6000 stations. It motivates us to visualize and analyze route from a
common origin.
We use the combination of flow map and isochrone map to visualize. In a multi-trip
travel, transfer is the connection between two trips, where passenger has to get off one
vehicle and onto another. The number of transfer, or transfer times, is the number of
connections in one travel. In Figure 5, the number of transfer of this travel is one. We
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show different transfer times by qualitative colors and numbers of possible lines are
shown by line thickness. Waiting time of each transfer point is shown in colored dot.
Accessibility can be discussed as space accessibility and time accessibility. In a multi
model transport system, people can reach almost any station from a station by
transferring. Hence, space accessibility from one station can be taken as the coverage
of stations. Many studies apply 400 meters and 800 meters as service area around bus
and tram(Furth & Rahbee, 2000; Weinstein Agrawal et al., 2008).We thus set 400
meters around bus station and 800 meters around tram station are reachable areas. But
it is not enough to assess accessibility without time because people will not choose
public transport if it takes time more than expected. A common travel in a multimodel transport system is often the combination of few sub-travel (see Figure 3.2).

Figure 5 An example of travel with transfer

The time of the trip can be calculated as:
L1

Ttrip = Tw1 + Tt1 + Tt2 + Tw2 = Sw +

L2
St

+

L3
Sb

+

L4
Sw

Tw1, Tt1, Tt2, Tw2 —— travel time of walking one, trip one, trip two, walking two.
L1, L2, L3, L4 —— distance of first walking one, trip one, trip two, walking two. Sw,
St, Sb —— speed of walking, tram and bus. Travel time range is defined as (0,
15mins], (15mins, 30 mins], (30mins, 45mins]. Isochrone map shows area of equal
travel time range from given origin by sequential colors. An example is presented in
Figure 6.
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Figure 6 Example of visualization of complexity and accessibility from given origin. Green circle
shows waiting time at station, line shows times of transfer, blue area shows accessible area
within certain time
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4. Case study

In this chapter, proposed methods of unreliability and frequency are implemented by
public transport data of city Warsaw. Inefficient time or places are discovered by
visualization.

4.1 Data
In this section we introduced data and software used in case study and describe the
detail information of data.

4.1.1 Data resource
The General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) is a widely used common format for
public transportation schedules and associated geographic information. GTFS feeds
describes schedule, agency, route, stops data for fix-scheduled transport service in a
series of related files. They allow public transit agencies to publish their transport data
and developers to use published transport data in an interoperable way. TransitFeeds1
is a website which provides free service for developers to find open-source public
transport data with GTFS format all around the world. For the purpose of this work,
public transport data of Warsaw city on 1st September was collected from
TransitFeeds. We used python and V-analytics2 (Andrienko et al., 2007) software to
generate timetable data.
GPS position points was provided by City of Warsaw within VaVeL project3. Further
process was done by V-analytics software to generate real movement data, which
includes trajectory forming, position id defining. Generated data description is shown
in Table 2.

1

http://transitfeeds.com/
http://geoanalytics.net/V-Analytics/
3
http://www.vavel-project.eu/
2
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Name

Example

Description

Id

1_@_101_1_TO-

Identify a segment along a trajectory.

NWD_1
Trajectory_id 101_1_TO-NWD_1

Identify a trajectory

Line

10

Identify line

Tripmode

tram

Information of vehicle, bus or tram

Start_ID

1462

Identify start point of a segment

End_ID

1122

Identify end point of a segment

Start_time

20160901 00:00:00

Starting time of the segment

End_time

20160901 00:02:00

Ending time of the segment

Segment N

1

The sequence number of the segment along the
trajectory

Start_X

20.96036911

Longitude of start point

Start_Y

52.31063843

Latitude of start point

End_X

20.96449089

Longitude of end point

End_Y

52.3132515

Latitude if end point
Table 2 Description of data

There are more than 6000 stops in Warsaw. Many of stops are very close. Some stops
are the same stop with different directions. Sometimes one station is distributed
closely intended to divide vehicles or traffic flows. It would save a lot of work to
cluster them and represent by one stop. Start_ID or End_ID is an id representing a
group of stops which are divided by voronoi polygons (Figure 7), which shows spatial
close of points within it.
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Figure 7 Transport stops in Warsaw city. Blue points are original stops in Warsaw and red points
are centroids of a group of points inside an voronoi polygon.

4.1.2 Data processing
Our data contains arrival time information about when vehicle should arrive in station
in timetable data and when it actually arrives in real movement data. A series of
arrival time differences between points along timetable trajectories and real
movement trajectories can describe the unreliability of the line, this is also one of the
goals of the data processing. We can perform data processing as two steps: first:
matching corresponding trajectories, second: calculate the time difference between
points along trajectories.
Matching corresponding trajectories can be interpreted into finding corresponding
trips. Ideally, each trajectory from timetable should correspond with a real GPS
trajectory and each trajectory is a trip. We can put trips from timetable and real
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movement in sequence of time, and then match them one by one. However, in real
move data, one trajectory often contains few trips (Figure 8).

Figure 8 Comparison between timetable data and real movement data. Trajectories of tram 10 on
01.09.2016 are shown in space time cube, timetable ones are in orange and real movement ones
are in blue. One selected trajectory is shown in black.

To segment trajectory, many criteria have been studied and proposed, such as speed,
curviness and sharp angle (Buchin et al., 2011). However, there are many lines with
different geographic and temporal features, which makes it difficult to set common
criteria. In addition, any mistake may cause mismatching rest of trips. Therefore, it is
necessary to use other characteristic of data to match trajectories.
Corresponding trajectories in timetable and real move should have geographical and
temporal similarity. Geographically, it should follow the same or similar routes,
which in this case is the same sequence of Start_ID and End_ID. Temporally, the start
time of each trip and duration between stations should be very close. We propose two
methods to match corresponding trajectories, one is point-based, the other is
trajectory-based.
A line running along a fixed route always goes through certain positions. One position
has a sequence of time records when a line goes through. At each position, we can
match time record of timetable and real move one by one.
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In space time cube, we can describe a trajectory route, starting time, speed, direction.
Because trajectories of one traffic line often follow the same route, we only need to
take starting time, speed, and direction into account, which are already in the data.
We also notice that there are some problems with real move data, jump positions and
redundant records. Jump position is the position record of a station that is far away
from the real station, which is corrected by python. Redundant record is more records
between two real stations. Those redundant records are deleted by python.
The result of trajectory matching can be seen in Figure 9. The comparison with
enlarged area, which is marked in red square in Figure can be seen in Figure 10.
Point-based result has jump position and wrong time sequence, it happens that at one
time there are two positions in one trajectory. Trajectory-based result keeps original
geographic feature and time sequence better. We use trajectory-based result for later
work.
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Figure 9 Comparison between trajectory matching results. a1. original tram 10 trajectories of
timetable. b1. point-based result of tram 10 b2. c. trajectory-based result of tram 10. a2 b2 c2.
Corresponding trajectories shown in space time cube and black line is one selected trajectory
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Figure 10 Enlarged comparison between trajectory matching results. a. original tram 10
trajectories of timetable. b. point-based result of tram 10. c. trajectory-based result of tram 10.
Black line is one selected trajectory. In point-based result, it happens that at one time there are
more than one position in a trajectory, which are marked in red square.

4.2 Visualization of unreliability
The software used to visualize the data was V-Analytics4 (Andrienko et al., 2007).
We selected tram line 10 as an example to visualize unreliability along a route
because it is one of the main lines which through city center. The data of tram 10 has
173 trajectories in total. The number of stops of tram 10 according to timetable is
between 14 and 39, the duration is between 25 minutes to 55 minutes. Considering of
some stops may lose in real movement data, trajectories with less than 10 stops and
less than 20 minutes duration, which are assumed to be incomplete, are filter out.
About 23% data was filtered and 133 trajectories are left to visualize.
Absolute time difference of tram 10 ranges from -551 seconds to 726 seconds. It is
assumed that, time difference within 1.5 minutes (90 seconds) can be ignored, 5
minutes is the limitation of tolerable waiting time due to late arrival. Based on this
assumption, we set interval as (-∞, -300], (-300, -90], (-90, 90], (90, 300], (300, +∞).

4

http://geoanalytics.net/V-Analytics/
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We use red color to represent delay, light yellow to represent on time and green to
represent advance, which are most commonly recognized colors that show traffic
conditions. We visualize the data of absolute time difference in a trajectory wall
(Figure 11).

Figure 11 Trajectory wall of absolute time difference of tram 10

The trajectory wall presents tram 10 behavior from 04:14 to 23:59 on 1st September of
2016 in Warsaw. Trip started at 04:14 shows on the bottom of temporally stacked
trajectories while trip ended at 23:59 shows on the top. The real position of each point
along trajectory can be obtained by projecting trajectory on the map. We observe that
delay distribution varies over time but more densely during certain times. By hovering
the trajectory of interest, we can get time information on the left side of trajectory
wall. We note that during 08:30-09:30 and 17:00-18:00 delay happens more
frequently (Figure 12). Furthermore, advance distribution is more stable over the day.
We can find the position where advance incurs often by shifting perspective (Figure
13). Then we visualize relative time difference to discover where increase and
decrease delay.
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Figure 12 Trajectory of interest is stroked by white lines. Significant delay is marked in blue
square. Temporal information can be seen at the left side. a is at 08:58. b is at 17:34
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Figure 13 Perspective-shifted trajectory wall. By shifting perspective we can see position on the
real map

Then we visualized relative time difference to discover where increase and decrease
delay (Figure 14). We set interval at -180, -60, 60, 180 seconds, and use red to
represent delay increase while green to represent delay decrease. It can be seen that
delay and advance show spatial feature. By zooming the trajectory wall we note that
feature varies with direction (Figure 15). We thus selected and visualized trajectories
by directions. The result shows clear spatial patterns of individual direction (Figure
16). An example of pattern is marked in blue square, where delay increase or decrease
happens repetitively over a period.
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Figure 14 Trajectory wall of relative time difference

Figure 15 Enlarged trajectory wall of relative time difference. Grey arrows on trajectory band
indicate the direction of trajectory. In blue marked square, the same place within close time
range, different directions show opposite relative time difference, which red is positive while
green is negative.
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Figure 16 Trajectory wall with directions. a. Trajectory wall of tram 10 of direction to
OsGczewska. b. Trajectory wall of tram 10 of direnction to Wycigi. In blue marked square, delay
increase or decrease happens repetitively over a period.

We notice that delay and delay increase pattern changes by time, but in a period, it
keeps some features. Figure 12 presents during time 8:30-9:30 and 17:00-18:00 delay
happens more frequently. We assume these two periods as peak time. To find delay
pattern in peak time, we extracted trajectories during peak time, and compared them
with the average delay of the day. Different transport modes have different reactions
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to traffic situation and problems. Here we compare delay and delay increase of tram
and bus over the same time period (Figure 17, Figure 18).
In Figure 17, comparing a, c, e, it is notable that delay is more serious in North-South
direction in a and c, which means in peak time trams with direction from north to
south or south to north may have more serious problem with delay. Comparing b, d, f,
it is notable that delay happens more in areas outside center in d while more in center
areas in f, which means bus may have more delays in suburban in morning peak time
while more in center areas in evening peak time.
In Figure 18, there are some significant places where increase much delay, which are
colored in red. It also worth noting that there are some places, where delay increase
all the time, which are marked in blue.
As mentioned in Chapter 2.1, we calculated expected value of delay and delay
increase of each stop id. Each stop id is associated with a voronoi polygon. In other
words, one voronoi polygon is area of influence of the corresponding stop id. We thus
visualize the attribute value of the stop in the associated influencing area.
After comparison, we then summarize significant places of delay and delay increase.
As stated in chapter 3.1, we set a threshold to separate significant positions from all
positions, which is 3 minutes for delay and 2 minutes for delay increase. At one
position, has expected value of delay E1 during 8:30-9:30, E2 during 17:00-18:00, Ew
for the whole day, the classification of each transport mode has five possible values:
IF

Ew >= 3min THEN C = All day

ELSEIF E1 >= 3min AND E2 < 3min THEN C = 8:30-9:30
ELSEIF E2 >= 3min AND E1 < 3min THEN C = 17:00-18:00
ELSEIF E1 >= 3min AND E2 >= 3min THEN C = peak time
ELSE C = NULL
The interesting finding in the result is that all the classification of peak time is already
included in all day class, which means significant delay places in peak time is also
show significant delay when time scope extends to a whole day.
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Therefore, four classifications are assigned to one transport mode at one position. We
discuss bus and tram modes. Combing both modes, except null and null combination,
we have 15 possible classes in all. The same process was also implemented on delay
increase data. The result can be seen in Figure 19. Red color represents tram and
green color represents bus, brown color, which is mix of green and red, represent both
tram and bus. In Figure 19.a, we notice that red colors show more in north and south
in the city, while green show more in suburban, brown show more in center. This
result is compatible with the result shown in Figure 17. In Figure 19.b, significant
delay increase of different time and transport modes can be seen.
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Figure 17 Delay comparison. Delay of a. tram during 8:30-9:30 b. bus during 8:30 – 9:30 c. tram
during 17:00-18:00 d. bus during 17:00-18:00 e. tram of the whole day f. bus of the whole day.
Legend in a applies to also b, c, d, e, and f
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Figure 18 Delay increase comparison. Delay increase of a. tram during 8:30-9:30 b. bus during
8:30 – 9:30 c. tram during 17:00-18:00 d. bus during 17:00-18:00 e. tram of the whole day f. bus
of the whole day. Legend in a applies to also b ,c, d, e and f
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Figure 19 Summary of delay and delay increase. a. summary result of delay b. summary result of
delay increase.
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4.3 Visualization of frequency
Frequency setting should meet the demand of passengers. As the demand varies by
time and position, the threshold of frequency setting should be dependent on demand
dynamically. We take day time, night time, route running though city center or not as
variables.
It is obvious that demand of transport is higher in day time than night time, higher
with routes though city center than bypass city center. We thus set different assumed
threshold under different conditions.
In Figure 20 frequency during 07:00-19:00 on 2016-09-01 is presented. We set
threshold at 15 minutes headway for routes thought city center, which is marked in
blue border, 30 minutes headway for other routes. Routes with headway shorter than
threshold, which means meet the demand of passengers, are colored in light yellow.
Routes with headway longer than threshold, which means not meet the demand, are
shown in red. Tram lines are shown in solid lines while bus lines are in dash lines.
In Figure 21 frequency during 22:00 on 2016-09-01 to 5:00 next day is presented. We
set threshold at 30 minutes headway for routes thought city center, which is marked in
blue border, 60 minutes headway for other routes. Routes with headway shorter than
threshold are colored in light yellow while routes with headway longer than threshold
are shown in red. Tram lines are shown in solid lines while bus lines are in dash lines.
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Figure 20 Frequency during 07:00-19:00 on 2016-09-01

Figure 21 Frequency during 22:00 on 2016-09-01 to 5:00 next day
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It can be seen in Figure 20 and Figure 21 that, routes close to city center, has higher
frequency than routes in rural area. In other word, public transport close to city center
has higher possibility to meet passengers demand.
Then we explored high frequency data to find mean waiting time. All the trams with
headway less than 15 minutes during 13:30-14:30 time period were selected, as it has
less delay problem at this time from previous result. Then mean waiting time was
calculated by method proposed in Chapter 3.2. The result is shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22 Mean waiting time of high frequency trams during 13:30-14:30

When frequency is low, reliability of transport is determinative in reducing waiting
time. We visualize unreliability and low frequency at the same time to find significant
places, where have serious delay and frequency of transport is low. From previous
work we know that during 8:30-9:30, delay is relatively serious. Tram routes with
headway shorter than 15 mins and bus routes shouter than 30 minutes are filtered.
Threshold for buses and trams are different because more buses usually run away
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from city and have longer headway. Delay degree is shown by color and frequency
shown by line thickness. The result can be seen in Figure 23 and Figure 24.
Significant places where frequency is low and unreliability is high is marked in red
square.

Figure 23 Combination of tram frequency and delay
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Figure 24 Combination of bus frequency and delay
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5. Discussion

After implementing the methodology in the case study, we discuss the pros and cons
of our method in the scope of understanding inefficiencies with visualization in
heterogeneous mobility system.
Our case study generally confirms the capability of our visual analytics approach to
find inefficiency patterns of unreliability and frequency. In the aspect of unreliability,
our method finds such patterns in terms of space and time. First, we find delay peak
time in both morning 08:30-09:30 and evening 17:00-18:00 in the workday. This
makes sense to relating such patterns with the general rushing hours. Secondly, we
can visually identify the delays in terms of spatial context. We find that trams
experience more delay in north and south in city while buses experience more in east
and north. Moreover, buses show more delay patterns in suburban areas in the
morning and more delay patterns in the city center in the evening. Visualizations can
help users quickly identify the peak time and regions with interesting patterns. Thus,
these regions should be focused to improve the inefficiencies for city planners.
In the aspect of frequency, we allow users to set different filtering parameters to
identify the demand of a specific transportation mode in different space and time. In
the case study, we set two parameters. One is the traffic time, and the other is whether
the vehicles are passing the inner city. Thus, with the visualization of different
filtering parameters, the frequency of specific traffic mode in specific space and time
can be identified. For example, we highlight the trajectories passing inner cities and
not in the morning. Users can find these trajectories which are less frequent than the
threshold values, which indicate the transportations in the regions and time should be
focused and improved. With such methods, users such as urban planners can add
more public transportation lines within the identified regions. Moreover, we allow
users to identify the mean waiting time of traffic lines with high frequency. It further
enables the targeting users to improve the efficiency according to the identified
regions with long waiting time.
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One step further, we conduct correlated analysis and visualization by combining
frequency and unreliability. With this approach, places where have low frequency and
high unreliability were discovered. Those places need to pay more attention because it
indicates high inefficiencies in public transport system.
Our approach has disadvantages. In this stage, we didn’t implement the case study of
complexity and accessibility due to the restriction of data availability. We
theoretically identify the different modes with visualization design and argue that with
visualization, multiple modes of transportation can be fused and visualized on the
same map. It helps users to grasp the features with low accessibility and high
complexity from one origin on the map.
In the case study, we only consider two transportation modes, which are trams and
buses. We envision to extend it to multiple transportation modes with higher
scalability. Furthermore, there are still occlusions in the visualization, we need to
improve it in the future.
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6. Conclusion

Finding inefficiencies in heterogeneous mobility system is needed to attract
passengers to use public transport. Previous works mostly focus on one aspect of
inefficiency. This thesis aims at understanding overall features of inefficiencies in
heterogeneous mobility system by visual analytics methods. First, we summarize four
attributes affecting public transport inefficiencies based on previous works:
unreliability, frequency, complexity and accessibility. Then we propose visual
analytics method for individual attribute. For unreliability, we explore it from
trajectory level, regional level and found peak time distribution. In trajectory level,
trajectory wall is used to show spatial temporal information, from which we find
delay peak time of weekday. In regional level, expected value of delay is calculated to
show the probability of delay at certain position. Afterwards we visualize expected
value of delay over an area to compare delay probability of different positions. In the
case study, we find that trams and buses show different delay patterns in different
locations and time. By implementing peak time distribution, significant delay time of
a certain position is discovered.
For frequency, we allow users to filter the frequency of specific transport mode where
does not meet the demand. When frequency is high, we provide possibilities to
discover regions where waiting time of transport is high. A visualization of correlated
attributes is done to find significant inefficient positions with high unreliability and
low frequency.
For complexity and accessibility, a visualization method consists of transfer times,
spatial and temporal accessibility was proposed. However, due to restrictions of data,
this method is not implemented in the case study.
In summary, we address on the inefficiency issues in heterogeneous mobility system.
With the detailed summary and analysis on four aspects of inefficiency issues, we
propose visual analytics approaches to enable targeting users to better understand the
inefficiency issues of the heterogeneous mobility system. The visualization reflects
multiple aspects of features according to space and time. Users, such as city planners,
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can quickly realize which location and with which period of time the city experience
the inefficiency. Furthermore, with the understanding of each features, e.g.
unreliability, frequency, complexity and accessibility, the users are expected to
propose methods to solve the inefficiency issues in specific regions, time and
transportation modes. With such human-in-the-loop visualization approach, our case
study confirms the capability of proposed method for visualizing and understanding
the inefficiencies.
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